ARCTIC    STORM    GROWS    G R E E X    VEGETABLES
four young girl students.    They have flower-pots full of
tomatoes standing about on the window-sills of their
sitting-room, bottles containing minute cucumbers stand
next to flasks of eau-de-Cologne in the bathroom. Round
their cottage is a garden where pansies grow together with
forget-me-nots and pinks. Once every hour two of the girls
go out into their miniature fields to do their observation
work. I accompanied them, and watched them taking
the temperature of the soil, of the subsoil and of the air.
Wherever you go you stumble over thermometers. Long
ones, short ones, thick and thin, some even that are not
thermometers at all but only look as if they were. They
measure and register the daily average of moisture, little
glass balls register the sum-total of sunlight for each twenty-
four hours.
But does it all pay? This question is really beside the
point. Planting vegetables above the Arctic Circle is
certainly not a business proposition—least of all for an
immense country as rich in fertile soils as Russia, Nobody
thinks of extending the cultivation of fruits and greens
into the Far North of Siberia merely to increase the
food supply of the nation. But once it has been accepted
as worth while to open up the North for mining, timber
cutting, navigation and aviation, the provision of local
settlements with fresh food and to assure that health is
safeguarded and transport breakdowns through, natural
catastrophes will not expose them to starvation—then the
cost of producing tomatoes and cucumbers in the tundra is
a matter of secondary importance. The people at 'Trans-
arctica' worked out for me that even double the present
price of production would still be cheaper than the transport
of the produce by aeroplane from Southern Russia,
I could hardly share the enthusiasm of Kossianov, the
head of 'Transarctica9, when he solemnly assured me that,
'because of the twenty-four hours of sunshine a day in the
Arctic summer, the cabbage yield per hectare can be brought
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